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Generalized Quadrangles and Flocks of Cones 
J. A. THAS 
A flock of the quadratic cone K of PG(3, q) is a partition of K but its vertex into disjoint conics. 
If the planes of the q conics of such a flock all contain a common line, then the flock is called linear. 
With any flock there corresponds a translation plane which is Desarguesian iff the flock is linear. 
W. M. Kantor showed that with a set of q upper triangular 2 x 2-matrices over GF(q) of a certain 
type, there corresponds a generalized quadrangle of order (l, q). We prove that with such a set of 
q matrices there corresponds a flock of the quadratic cone ofPG(3, q), and conversely that with each 
flock of the quadratic cone there corresponds such a set of matrices. Using this relationship, new 
flocks, new generalized quadrangles, and probably new translation planes are obtained. 
1. FLOCKS IN PG(3, q) 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
P. Dembowski [6] used the word flock to refer to the partition of all but two points of 
an inversive plane into disjoint circles. The concept was naturally extended to other circle 
geometries, and significant applications have been discovered in each of its settings. A 
survey of the existence problems and their solutions and of the different applications, has 
been given in [8]. 
1.2. THE SETTING 
Let 0 be an ovoid [6] of PG(3, q). A partition of all but two points of 0 into q -
disjoint ovals [6] is called a flock of O. The two remaining points x, yare called the carriers 
of the flock. If L is a line of PG(3, q) having no points in common with 0, then the q - I 
planes through L which are non-tangent to 0 intersect 0 in the elements of a flock F. Such 
a flock is called linear. 
Next, let Hbe an hyperbolic quadric [10] ofPG(3, q). A partition of H into q + I disjoint 
irreducible conics is called a flock of H . If L is a line ofPG(3, q) having no points in common 
with H, then the q + I planes through L intersect H in the elements of a flock F. Such a 
flock is called linear. 
Finally, let 0 be either an oval in PG(2, q) for any q or a hyperoval (i.e. a (q + 2)-arc 
[10]) in PG(2, q) for q even, and let K be the cone with vertex a point x of PG(3, q) -
PG(2, q) and base O. A partition of K - {x} into q disjoint ovals or hyperovals in the 
respective cases is called a flock of K. If L is a line of PG(3, q) having no points in common 
with K, then the q planes through L but not through x intersect K in the elements of a flock 
F. Such a flock is called linear. 
1.3. FLOCKS AND TRANSLATION PLANES 
We next present a construction, discovered independently by M. Walker [27] and 
J. A. Thas, of a class of translation planes. 
Let F = {C1, C2 , ••• , C.} be a flock of a quadric Q of PG(3, q), with rx = q - I, 
q + I, or q according as Q is elliptic, hyperbolic or a cone. We now embed Q in the 
hyperbolic (or Klein) quadric Q* of PG(5, q). Denote the plane of C; by n;, the polar plane 
of n; with respect to Q* by nf, and the conic nf n Q* by C;*. Note that since, for i ¥: j, 
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7T.; n 7T.j is a line exterior to Q*, 7T.t U 7T.t lies in a 3-space that intersects Q* in an elliptic 
quadric; in particular, no two points of C;* u C/ are on a common line of Q*. Thus 
(a) When Q is elliptic and F has carriers x and y, C~ u C: u ... u C:_( u {x} u 
{y} = 0* has size I + I and no two points of this set are on a common line of Q*; 
(b) When Q is hyperbolic, C~ u C: u ... u Cq*+ ( = 0* has size q2 + I and no two 
points of this set are on a common line of Q*; 
(c) When Q is a quadratic cone with vertex x, C~ u C: u ... u C: = 0* has size 
I + I and no two of its points are on a common line of Q*. 
A subset 0* of size q2 + I of Q* such that no two of its points are on a common line 
of Q* is called an ovoid of Q* [24]. Equivalently, an ovoid of Q* is a subset of Q* 
intersecting each plane of Q* in exactly one point. 
Let P be the bijection from the points of the Klein quadric to the lines ofPG(3, q) [1,26]. 
Then in each of the three cases (O*)fl = S is a set of I + I mutually skew lines ofPG(3, q). 
Hence, S is a spread ofPG(3, q). According to the standard argument [6], there is associated 
a translation plane 7T. of order I and dimension at most two over its kernel. The plane 7T. 
is Desarguesian iff the spread S is regular, iff the ovoid 0* is an elliptic quadric, iff the planes 
7T.(, 7T.2, ••• , 7T.. have a common line, iff the flock F is linear. 
1.4. THE OVOIDAL AND HYPERBOLIC CASE 
Let F be a flock of an ovoid 0 of PG(3, q). Then F is necessarily linear. In the odd case 
this was proved by W. F. Orr [2, IS], in the even case by J. A. Thas [8,20]. Hence, in the 
ovoidal case, the translation plane corresponding to F is always Desarguesian. 
Let F be a flock of the hyperbolic quadric H of PG(3, 2h). Then it was shown by 
J. A. Thas [8, 23] that F is necessarily linear. Hence the corresponding translation plane is 
desarguesian. 
Next, let H be the hyperbolic quadric of PG(3, q), with q odd. In the set of all irreducible 
conics of H we define the following equivalence relation [8, 23]: two conics C( and C2 are 
equivalent iff there is an irreducible conic C on H which is tangent to C( and C2 • There are 
two equivalence classes, denoted by I and II. Let L be a line having no point in common 
with H, and let L' be the polar line of L with respect to H. The set of all conics of class I 
(resp. II) containing L is denoted by V (resp. V'). For q == I (mod 4) the set of all conics 
of class II (resp. I) containing L' is denoted by W (resp. W'); for q == - I (mod 4) the set 
of all conics of class I (resp. II) containing L' is denoted by W (resp. W'). Then it was shown 
by J. A. Thas [8, 23] that V u W (resp. V' u W') is a (non-linear) flock of H. We 
conjecture that all non-linear flocks of H are obtained in this way. 
REMARK. Suppose that F = {C(, C2 , ••• , Cq+(} is a flock of the hyperbolic quadric H 
of PG(3, q), q odd, for which the planes 7T.(, 7T.2' ••• , 7T.q+(, with 7T.; ::::J C;, have at least 
one common point. Then, relying on a theorem of B. Segre and G. Korchm{uos [19], 
J. C. Fisher and J. A. Thas [8] show that F is linear. 
1.5. FLOCKS OF CONES 
1.5.1. FLOCKS SHARING MANY CONICS. Assume that F = {C(, C2 , • •• ,Cq } and 
F' = {C;, C{, ... , C;} are flocks of the cone K projecting an ovalO (resp. a hyperoval 
0*). 
THEOREM. If IF n F'I > (q - 1)/2, then F = F'. 
PROOF. Let F n F' = {C(, C2 , ••• , Cs }, S > (q - 1)/2. Assume that C; ¢ F. Then 
IC; n Cfl ~ 2 with j = s + I, ... ,q. Hence IC:! ~ 2(q - s), so q + I ~ 2(q - s) 
(resp. q + 2 ~ 2(q - s», i.e. s ~ (q - 1)/2 (resp. s ~ (q - 2)/2, a contradiction. 0 
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COROLLARY. Any flock F of the cone Kin PG(3, 3) is linear. 
REMARK. That the maximum number (q - 1)/2 of common conics can be reached is 
shown by the examples 1.5.7. (b). 
l.5.2. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE EVEN CASE. Let 0* be a hyperoval of PG(2, q), q = 
2\ and let K* be the cone which projects 0* from a point x of PG(3, q) - PG(2, q). 
Further, assume that F* = {C~, C!, ... , Cn is a flock of K*. Now, let y E 0*, 0 = 
0* - {y}, and let Kbe the cone which projects the ovalO from x. Then it is clear that the 
planes '1t1, '1tz, ... , '1tq , with '1t i :::J C;*, define a flock F ;= {CI , Cz, ... , Cq }, Ci c C;*, of K. 
THEOREM. Let 0 be an oval ofPG(2, q), q = 2\ and let K be the cone which projects 0 
from a point x ofPG(3, q) - PG(2, q). Further, assume that F = {CI , Cz, ... , Cq } is a 
flock of K. Let n be the nucleus (or kernel) [10] of 0, and let 0* be the hyperoval 0 u {n}. 
If K* is the cone which projects 0* from x, then the planes '1t1 , '1tz, ... , '1tq , with '1ti :::J Ci, 
define a flock F* = {C~, q, ... , Cq*}, Ci C Ci*, of K*. 
PROOF. Suppose that Z E Ci* n ~*, i =F j. Since 0* is a hyperoval, the line '1ti n '1t) 
has exactly two points y, z in common with K*. Clearly {y, z} = Ci* n ~*. Hence 
ICi n ~I ~ 1, a contradiction. So cr n ~* = 0, for all i =F j, i.e. {C~, C!, ... , Cq*} 
is a flock of K*. D 
1.5.3. THE DUAL SETTING IN THE EVEN CASE. Let 0* be a hyperoval of PG(2, q), 
q = 2h, and let K* be the cone projecting 0* from a point x of PG(3, q) - PG(2, q). 
Assume that F* = {C~, Cz*, ... , Cq *} is a flock of K* and that '1ti is the plane containing 
Ci*, i = 1,2, ... , q. Dualizing in PG(3, q) we obtain: With the generators of K* there 
correspond q + 2 lines L I, L z, ... , Lq+z of PG(2, q), no three of which are concurrent, 
or equivalently the points of PG(2, q) not on L I, L z, ... , Lq+z constitute a (maximal) 
{q(q - 1)/2; q/2}-arc M [21]; with the planes '1t 1 , '1tz, ... , '1tq there correspond q points 
PI' pz, ... , Pq of PG(3, q) - PG(2, q) where PiP) intersects PG(2, q) in a point of M, for 
all i =F j. 
Hence the dual problem is the following: If M is a maximal {q(q - 1)/2; q/2}-arc of 
PG(2, q), q = 2\ then construct q points PI' pz, ... , Pq of PG(3, q) - PG(2, q) such that 
PiP) n PG(2, q) E M for all i =F j. The corresponding flock is linear iff PI' pz, ... , Pq are 
collinear. 
1.5.4. THE NON-EXISTENCE OF NON-LINEAR FLOCKS IN PG(3, 4). Let M be a maximal 
{6; 2}-arc of PG(2, 4), i.e. let M be a hyperoval of PG(2, 4). Further, let PI' pz, P3, P4 be 
four points of PG(3, 4) - PG(2, 4) such that PiP) n PG(2, 4) E M for all i =F j. If Pi' Pi' 
Pk, with i,j, k distinct, are non-collinear, then the lines PiP), p)Pk, PkPi intersect PG(2, 4) in 
three distinct collinear points of the hyperoval M, a contradiction. Hence PI , pz, P3, P4 are 
collinear. Now by l.5.2 and l.5.3, any flock of the cone projecting an oval or a hyperoval 
of PG(2, 4) is linear. 
l.5.5. THE ALGEBRAIC SETTING. Here we only consider quadratic cones ofPG(3, q). We 
shall use the following notation: the set of all elements m of GF(q), q even, for which 
X Z + X + m is reducible (resp. irreducible) is denoted by reo (resp. rei). 
THEOREM. With each flock F of the quadratic cone K ofPG(3, q) there corresponds a set 
of q ordered triples (ai' bi' c;), ai, bi' c i E GF(q) andfor q even c i =F c) whenever i =F j, such 
thatfor q odd (ci - c))Z - 4(ai - a))(bi - b)) is a nonsquare whenever i =F j, andfor q even 
(ai + a))(bi + b))(ci + c)-Z E rei whenever i =F j. Conversely, with each such set of q 
ordered triples there corresponds a flock F of the quadratic cone K. 
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PROOF. Let XOXI = xi be the equation of the cone K. Now we consider q planes 1r;, 
i = I, 2, . .. , q, which do not contain the vertex v(O, 0, 0, I) of K. Such a plane 7t; has 
equation a;Xo + b;X, + C; X2 + X3 = 0. The plane 7t projecting 1r; n 1rj , i "# j, from the 
vertex v has equation (a; - aj)Xo + (b; - bj)X] + (c; - cj)X2 = 0. 
Let q be odd. Then the plane 7t has no line in common with K iff (c; - cj -
4(a; - aj)(b; - b) is a nonsquare. Hence the conics 1r; n K form a flock of K iff 
(c; - Cj)2 - 4(a; - a)(b; - b) is a nonsquare whenever i "# j. 
Let q be even. Then the plane 1r has no line in common with K iff the homogeneous 
quadratic polynomial X2(a; + ay + XY(c; + Cj)2 + y 2(b; + bj)2 is irreducible, this is iff 
(a; + ay(b; + b)2(C; + C)- 4 E CCI [10). It is easy to see that (a; + a)2(b; + bj)2(C; + Cjt4 E 
CCI iff (a; + aj)(b; + b;)(c; + C;)- 2 E CCI [10). Hence the conics 1r; n K form a flock of K iff 
(a j + aj)(b; + bj)(c j + C)-2 E CCI whenever i "# j. 0 
REMARK. Clearly coordinates can be chosen in such a way that 1r1 has equation X3 = 0, 
i.e. (ai' b
" 
c l ) = (0, 0, 0). 
1.5.6. THE PLANES OF THE q ELEMENTS OF THE FLOCK HAVE A COMMON POINT. Let q be 
even and let F = {CI , C2 , •• • , Cq } be a flock of the cone K projecting an irreducible conic 
of the plane PG(2, q) . 
THEOREM. If the planes 1r1, 1r2, .. . , 1rq , with 1r; :J C;, all contain a common point, then 
F is linear. 
PROOF. For q = 2 the statement is trivial, so assume that q > 2. Let the cone K be 
embedded in the Klein quadric Q* of PG(5, q). If 1r1 is the polar plane of 1r; with respect 
to Q* and if 1r1 n Q* = C;*, then ct u C! u ... u Cq* = 0* is an ovoid of Q* 
(cfr. 1.3.). Notice that the planes 1rr, 1rt, .•. , 1r: contain a common tangent line L of Q*. 
Since the planes 1r1, 1r2, . .. , 1rq contain a common point y , the planes 1rr, 1rt, .•. , 1r: are 
contained in the polar space PG(4, q) of y with respect to Q*. Moreover y is the nucleus 
of the quadric Q** = PG(4, q) n Q* [10]. Notice that each line of Q** has exactly one 
point in common with 0*. Now consider two points Z], Z2 of 0*, and let C* be the 
intersection of Q** and the plane Y Z I Z2 ' Let C* n 0* = V* with I V*I = v. Now we count 
in different ways the number of ordered pairs (u, z), with u E 0* - V*, Z E C* - V* , and 
uz a line of Q**. There arises l + I - v = (q + I - v)(q + I). Hence v = 2, and so 
the plane YZIZ2 only contains the points ZI' Z2 of 0*. Now we project 0* from y onto a 
PG(3, q) c PG(4, q) not containing y. No three points of this projection 0** of 0* are 
collinear and so (since q > 2) 0** is an ovoid of PG(3, q) [6). The projections of 
ct, C!, ... , C: are conics Cr* , Cr, ... , Cq** of 0** having a common tangent line 
at their common point. By a theorem of D. G. Glynn (p. 264 of [9]), 0** is an elliptic 
quadric. Hence 0* is an elliptic quadric, and so the planes 1r1 , 1r2 , . . . , 1rq have a common 
line. We conclude that the flock F is linear. 0 
Clearly the same result holds for any cone projecting a hyperoval 0* which contains an 
irreducible conic. By 1.5.2. the result also holds for any cone projecting an ovalO for which 
0* = 0 u {n}, n being the nucleus of 0, contains an irreducible conic. 
Next, let q be odd. By a celebrated theorem of B. Segre [10], each oval of PG(2, q) is an 
irreducible conic. Let C be an irreducible conic of PG(2, q) and let K be the cone projecting 
C from the point x E PG(3, q) - PG(2, q). Further, let F = {C] , C2 , ••• , Cq } be a flock 
of K. 
THEOREM. If the planes 1r1, 1r2, "" 1rq , with 1r; :J C;, contain a common interior point 
x of K , then F is linear. 
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PROOF. Let XoXj = xi be the equation of the cone K, and let ajXo + bjXj + 
cjX2 + X3 = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,q, be the equation of the plane nj. Since the automorphism 
group of PG(3, q) leaving K invariant is transitive on the interior points of K, we may 
assume that x = (I, - m, 0, 0) with m a given nonsquare of GF(q). As x is contained in 
nj, we have aj - bjm = 0, i = 1, 2, ... , q. 
Let GF(l) be the field obtained by adjoining a root W of X2 = m to GF(q). If 
a E GF(l), then the conjugated element of a with respect to GF(q) is denoted by a. To the 
q planes nj we now let correspond the q elements C j + 2b jw = aj of GF(l). Assume that 
aj - aj, i #- j, is a square in GF(l), so let aj - aj = (r + SW)2 with r, s E GF(q). Then 
we have (c j - Cj)2 - 4(aj - aj)(bj - bj) = (c j - Cj)2 - 4(b j - bym = (c j - c/ -
4(b j - bYw2 = (c j - cj + 2(bj - bj)w)(cj - cj - 2(b j - bj)w) = (a j - aj)(a j - a) = 
(r + sw?(r - SW? = (r2 - ~mf Hence (c j - cy - 4(aj - aj)(bj - bj) is a square in 
GF(q), contradicting 1.5.5. Consequently aj - aj is a nonsquare in GF(l) whenever i #- j. 
Let v be a given nonsquare of GF(l). Then the set V consisting of the q elements 
v(a j - aj) contains 0 and has the property that <5 - y is a square whenever <5, y E V. Now 
by a theorem of A. Blokhuis [3] we have V = {da II d E GF(q)} with a some nonzero square 
in GF(l). Hence v(aj - aj)/a E GF(q), i = 1,2, ... , q. If via = u + u'w, u, U' E GF(q) 
and (u, u') #- (0, 0), there arises u'cj + 2b ju = u'c j + 2b ju, i = 1, 2, ... ,q. Conse-
quently the q planes nj all contain the point (0, 2u, u', - U' CI - 2b l u). So the q planes nj 
all contain a common line, i.e. the flock F is linear. D 
THEOREM. Let F = {CI , C2 , ••• , Cq } be a jiock of the quadratic cone K and suppose 
that the planes n l , n2 , ••• , nq , nj :::J Cj , contain a common exterior point of K. Ifm is a given 
nonsquare of GF(q), then coordinates can be chosen in such a way that K has equation 
XOXI = xi and the planes nj have equation ajXo - maf XI + X3 = 0, {ai, a2, ... , aq} = 
GF(q) and a an automorphism ofGF(q). Conversely, given a nonsquare m of GF(q) , the planes 
nj with equation ajXo - mafXI + X3 = 0, {ai, a2 , ••• , aq} = GF(q) and a any auto-
morphism of GF(q), define ajiock F of the cone K with equation XOXI = xi. Moreover the 
planes nj all contain the exterior point (0, 0, 1, 0) of K. Finally, the jiock is linear iff a = 1. 
PROOF. Consider the cone K with equation XOXI = xi and the q planes nj with 
equation ajXo - maf X j + X3 = 0, {ai, a2 , ••• , aq} = GF(q), m a given nonsquare of 
GF(q), and a any automorphism of GF(q). All these planes contain the exterior point 
(0, 0, 1, 0) of K. Since -4(aj - aj)( -maf + ma}) = 4m(aj - aJu+I is a nonsquare 
whenever i #- j, by 1.5.5. the planes n j , ••• , nq define a flock of K. It is easy to show that 
the planes n l , n2 , ••• , nq have a line in common iff a = 1. This proves the second part of 
the theorem. 
Conversely, consider any flock F = {C j , C2 , ••• , Cq } of a quadratic cone K where the 
planes n l , n2 , ••• , nq, nj :::J Cj , contain a common exterior point x of K. Coordinates can 
be chosen in such a way that x = (0,0, 1,0), that n l is the plane X3 = 0, and that K has 
equation XOXI = xi. Then the plane nj has an equation of the form ajXo + bjXI + 
X3 = 0, with a l = b l = O. If aj = aj for i #- j, then nj n nj lies in the plane XI = O. Since 
XI = 0 and K have a line in common, the line nj n nj and K are not disjoint, a con-
tradiction. Hence a j #- aj whenever i #- j; analogously bj #- bj whenever i #- j. Conse-
quently (J: aj -4 bj' i = 1, 2, ... , q, is a permutation of GF(q), with 0° = O. By 1.5.5. 
- (a j - aj)(af - aJ) is a nonsquare whenever i #- j. Putting aj = 0 and aj = 1, we see that 
- 1 e is a nonsquare. Hence ((ar /1 8) - (aJ /1 O»/(aj - a) is a nonzero square whenever 
i #- j. Let a: aj -4 (ar 00), i = 1, 2, ... , q. Then (J is a permutation of GF(q) for which 
OU = 0 and F = 1. Moreover (af - aj)/(a j - aj) is a nonzero square whenever i #- j. 
Then by a theorem of L. Carlitz [4] (J is an automorphism of the field GF(q). Notice 
that the plane nj has equation ajXo + leaf XI + X3 = O. Now let m be any given 
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nonsquare of GF(q), and consider the following transformation of coordinates: Xo = x~, 
XI = (- mIIB)x;, X2 = sx~, X3 = X3 with - mlIB = S2. Then K has still equation 
XOXI = xi and 7T.j has equation a;Xo - mar XI + X3 = 0, i = 1, 2, ... , q. Now the 
theorem is completely proved. 0 
REMARKS. 1. Let F = {CI , C2 , ••• , Cq } be a flock of the quadratic cone K of 
PG(3, q), q odd, and suppose that the planes 7T.1, 7T.2' ••• , 7T.q , 7T.j => Cj , contain a common 
exterior point of K. Consider the corresponding ovoid 0* of the Klein quadric Q* (see 1.3.). 
Since all planes 7T.I, 7T.2, ••• , 7T.q contain a common point, the ovoid 0* is contained in a 
hyperplane PG(4, q) ofPG(5, q) => Q*. Hence 0* is an ovoid of the generalized quadrangle 
Q(4, q), or equivalently the corresponding spread S ofPG(3, q) is a spread of the generalized 
quadrangle W(q) (for the terminology used here we refer to S. E. Payne and J. A. Thas [18]). 
It is easy to check that the ovoids 0* corresponding to the flocks described in the preceding 
theorem are the ovoids described by W. M. Kantor on p. 9 of[13]. In [13] W. M. Kantor 
also shows that the corresponding translation planes are Knuth semifield planes. 
2. In [5] L. R. A. Casse, J. A. Thas and P. R. Wild give the following construction of 
flocks. 
Let GF(q") be an extension (of degree n) of GF(q) and let PG(3n - 1, q") be the 
corresponding extension of PG(3n - 1, q). Let 7T. be a plane of PG(3n - 1, q") with the 
property that 7T. and its n - 1 conjugates [with respect to GF(q)] generate PG(3n - 1, q"). 
Then each point X of 7T., together with the n - 1 conjugates of x, define an (n - 1)-
dimensional subspace of PG(3n - 1, q). These (n - I)-dimensional subspaces of 
PG(3n - 1, q) form a (n - I)-spread S [6] ofPG(3n - 1, q). Now embed PG(3n - 1, q) 
in PG(3n, q). Then the incidence structure with as point set PG(3n, q) - PG(3n - I, q), 
with as lines the n-dimensional subspaces of PG(3n, q) which contain an element of S but 
are not contained in PG(3n - 1, q), and with as incidence the natural one, is isomorphic 
to the design of points and lines of AG(3, q"). Now consider a line L of 7T.. Then L together 
with its n - 1 conjugates define a (2n - I)-dimensional subspace of PG(3n - 1, q). 
The set of these (2n - 1 )-dimensional subspaces is denoted by S'. The planes of 
AG(3, q") correspond to the 2n-dimensional subspaces of PG(3n, q) which contain an 
element of S' but are not contained in PG(3n - 1, q). Algebraically, such a representation 
of AG(3, q") can be described as follows. Let w be a primitive element of GF(q"), and 
map the point (ao + alw + a2w 2 + ... + an_Iwn-l, bo + blw + ... + bn_lwn- l, 
Co + CI W + ... + Cn _ 1 w n- I ), aj, bj' c; E GF(q), of the affine space AG(3, q") onto the 
point (ao, ai' ... ,an-I' bo , bl' ... ,bn_ l , Co, Cl> .•• , Cn-I) of the affine space AG(3n, q). 
This mapping' induces an isomorphism of AG(3, q") onto a geometry of the type described 
above. 
Next, let q be odd and let C be an irreducible conic of the plane 7T.. With the points of 
C there correspond q" + 1 elements of S. The set of these q" + 1 (n - 1 )-dimensional 
spaces is denoted by Cn • With the set of all tangents of C there corresponds a set C2n of 
q" + 1 elements of S'. Let PG(n - 1, q) be an (n - I)-dimensional subspace of 
PG(3n - 1, q) intersecting no element of C2n • Further, let PG(n, q) be an n-dimensional 
subspace ofPG(3n, q) which contains PG(n - 1, q) but is not contained in PG(3n - 1, q). 
Interpreting all these objects in AG(3, q"), and then dualizing in PG(3, q") => AG(3, q"), 
we see that with the points of PG(n, q) - PG(n - 1, q) there correspond the q" planes 7T.;, 
i = 1, 2, ... , q", of a flock F of a quadratic cone of PG(3, q"). If PG(n - 1, q) i S, then 
F is not linear. 
Assume that PG(n - 1, q) is contained in an element of S'. Then the points of 
PG(n, q) - PG(n - 1, q), interpreted as points of AG(3, q"), are contained in a plane of 
AG(3, q"). Dualizing, the planes 7T.;, i = 1, 2, ... ,qn, contain a common point of 
PG(3, q") => AG(3, q"). So F is of the type described in the theorem. 
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Conversely, if q is odd and F is any flock of a quadratic cone K for which the planes 'Tti 
all contain a common exterior point of K, then using the equations of the planes 'Tti given 
in the statement of the theorem, dualizing, and applying the mapping" one can easily show 
that F is of the type described in the preceding paragraph (the field GF(q) in the construc-
tion above is here the field of fixed elements of the automorphism a). 
1.5.7. FLOCKS DESCRIBED IN THE SURVEY PAPER [8]. In [8] the following description of 
nonlinear flocks of the quadratic cone K of PG(3, q) is given. 
(a) The flocks of J. C. Fisher, J. A. Thas and M. Walker 
Consider the q planes 'Ttl with equation - t3 Xo - 3tX, + 3t2X2 + X3 = 0, t E GF(q). If 
q is odd, then by 1.5.5. these planes define a flock of the cone K with equation XOXI = xi 
iff - 3(t - ut is a nonsquare whenever t #- u, iff - 3 is a nonsquare, iff q == - I (mod 3). 
If q is even, then by 1.5.5. these planes define a flock of the cone Kwith equation XOXI = xi 
iff (u2 + r + ut)/(u2 + t2) E C6'1 whenever u #- t. Since [X + u/(u + t)][X + t/(u + t)] = 
X 2 + X + ut/(u2 + t2), we have ut/(u2 + r) E C6'0, and so (u2 + t2 + ut)/(u2 + t2) E C6'1 
iff 1 E C6'1, iff q == - 1 (mod 3). So in all cases the planes 'Ttl define a flock of the cone K iff 
q == - 1 (mod 3). It is easy to check that the flock is linear iff q = 2. 
Geometrically this flock can be described as follows [8]. Let C = {xo, XI' ••• , Xq} be 
a twisted cubic of PG(3, q), q == - 1 (mod 3), and let K be the quadratic cone which 
projects C from Xo. If 'Tti is the osculating plane of C at Xi' i = 1, 2, ... , q, then 
F = {CI , C2 , ••• , Cq }, Ci = 'Tti n K, is the flock described in the preceding paragraph. 
When q == - 1 (mod 6) (i.e. in the odd case) these flocks lead to a class of translation 
planes analysed (using flocks) by M. Walker in [27], and discovered independently by 
D. Betten [2]. 
(b) The flocks of J. C. Fisher 
In the affine plane AG(2, q), q odd, we consider the ellipse Eo with equation 
X 2 - exy2 = 1, ex a nonsquare of GF(q). In [7] it is shown that the indices of the points 
Poo, ... ,Poq of Eo can be chosen in such a way that the lines POiPO,i +(q+ Il/2' i = 0, 1, ... , q, 
contain the point 0 = (0,0), that the lines POiPO,i+l, PO,i-IPO,i+2, PO,i-2PO,i+3, ... with i any 
given element of the set {O, 1, ... , q} are parallel, and that there exists an element cp of 
AGL(2, q) which fixes the origin 0 and for which P6i = PO,i+I' i = 0, 1, ... ,q (clearly 
indices have to be taken modulo q + 1). 
Now let AG(2, q) be embedded as the plane Z = ° into the affine space AG(3, q). Let 
K be the cylinder of AG(3, q) which projects Eo from the point at infinity (0, 0, 1,0) = Pro' 
Clearly the planes Z = t, t E GF(q), define a linear flock of the cone K* = K u {Poo} of 
PG(3, q) :::> AG(3, q). The intersection of the plane Z = t and the line PooPOi is denoted by 
Pli' t E GF(q) and i = 0, 1, ... , q. The ellipse consisting of the points PIO' PII' ... ,Plq is 
denoted by E" t E GF(q). 
Let (a, b, 1) be any point of E, . Then the line joining (a, b, 1) to the origin 0 intersects 
K in a second point ( - a, - b, - 1). Hence this second point is contained in E -I' From this 
remark and the first section of (b) it follows that the plane OPIOPII contains the line 
P-I,(q+ll/2P-I,(q+3l/2 which is parallel to PIOPII' Now we consider the line PI,-iPI,I+i = L, 
i = 1, 2, ... , (q - 3)/2, which is parallel to PIOPII, and we intersect the planes LpG() and 
0PIOPII' The intersection is a line M which is parallel to PIOPII , is contained in some plane 
Z = ai' and contains the points Pa,,-i and Pa"I+i of Ea" Hence OPIOPII n K = E[ consists 
of the points PIO, PII' P-I,(q+ll/2, P-I,(q+3l/2 and Pa,,-i, Pa"I+i' i = 1, 2, ... , (q - 3)/2, with 
PIOPII' P-I,(q+ll/2P-I,(q+3l/2, Pa"-iPa,,I+h i = 1,2, ... ,(q - 3)/2, being parallel. 
Now we notice that there exists an element cp' of AGL(3, q) which fixes the affine points 
of the line opoo, fixes the planes Z = t, and induces cp in the plane Z = 0. Then cp'2 maps 
E[ onto the ellipse E; consisting of the points PI2,PI3,P-I,(q+5l/2,P-I,(q+7l/2 andpa"_i+2,Pa,,Hi, 
i = 1, 2, ... , (q - 3)/2. Clearly E; n E[ = <p. Next, cp'2 maps E; onto an ellipse E; 
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which is disjoint from E( and E;. Proceeding in this way we obtain (q + 1)/2 mutually 
disjoint ellipses E( , E;, . . . , E(q+ 1)/2. Moreover E{ u E; u ... u E(~+ 1)/2 = E _I U EI U Eal u 
Ea2 u ... u Ea(q_ JI12. If{-I , l ,a],a2, ... , a(q_3)/2,b] , b2,· ··, b(q_ I)/2} = {1,2, ... , q} , 
then it is clear that F = {Ebl, Eb2, ... , Eb(q_1112' E{ , E; , .. . , E(q+ 1)/2} is a flock of the cone 
K*. 
The planes of the ellipses Eb , . .. , Eb all contain the common line at infinity of the 
1 (q- 1112 
planes Z = t; the planes of the ellipses E{, ... , E(q+ ])/2 all contain the origin o. Notice that 
Eo E {Eb , . .. , Eb } iff q == - I (mod 4). It is clear that F is linear iff q = 3. 
1 (q -II/2 
1.5.8. FINAL REMARK. Examples of nonlinear flocks of cones were given for any q odd 
with q > 3, and any q = 22e+ 1 with e ~ I. For q = 2, 3,4 any flock of a cone is linear. 
For q = 5, 7, 8 there are no other nonlinear flocks than those listed in 1.5.7. (recent work 
by F . De Clerck, H. Gevaert and J. A. Thas [28]). 
2. GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES AS GROUP COSET GEOMETRIES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite generalized quadrangle (GQ) is an incidence structure S = (P, B, I) in which P 
and B are disjoint (nonempty) sets of objects called points and lines (respectively), and for 
which I is a symmetric point-line incidence relation satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) each point is incident with I + t lines (t ~ I) and two distinct points are incident with 
at most one line; 
(ii) each line is incident with I + s points (s ~ I) and two distinct lines are incident with 
at most one point; 
(iii) if x is a point and L is a line not incident with x , then there is a unique pair 
(y, M) E P x B for which xl M I Y I L. 
Generalized quadrangles were introduced by J. Tits in 1959 [25]. 
The integers sand t are the parameters of the GQ and S is said to have order (s, t); if 
s = t, S is said to have order s. There is a point-line duality for GQ (of order (s, t» for which 
in any definition or theorem the words 'point' and 'line' are interchanged and the par-
ameters sand t are interchanged. Normally, we assume without further notice that the dual 
of a given theorem or definition has also been given. 
If IFI = v and IBI = b, then v = (I + s)(l + st) and b = (I + t)(l + st) [18]. 
Further s + tlst(s + 1)(t + I), and for s #- I #- t we have s ::::; f and t ::::; S2 [18]. 
2.2. EXAMPLES 
(a) Let P = {x;;ll i,} = 0, I, ... , s} , B = {Lo, L ], . . . , L" Mo, M], ... , M J , x;J Lk 
iff i = k , xij I Mk iff} = k . Then S = (P, B, I) is a GQ of order (s , I). Such a (trivial) GQ 
is called a grid. A dual grid has order (I , t). 
(b) Consider a nonsingular quadric Q of projective index I (i.e. Witt index 2) of the 
projective space PG(d, q), with d = 3, 4, or 5. Then the points of Q together with the lines 
on Q form a GQ Q(d, q) of order (q, I) when d = 3, (q, q) when d = 4, and (q, l) when 
d = 5 [18]. It is clear that Q(3, q) is a grid. 
Let H be a nonsingular hermitian variety [10] of the projective space PG(d, l), d = 3 
or 4. Then the points of H together with the lines on H form a GQ H(d, l) of order 
(q2, q) when d = 3, and (l , q3) when d = 4 [18]. 
The points of PG(3, q), together with the totally isotropic lines with respect to a 
symplectic polarity, form a GQ W(q) of order (q, q) [18]. 
These GQ are called the classical GQ and are due to J. Tits. 
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(c) Now we give the easiest construction of a non-classical GQ of order (s, t), s of- 1 of- t. 
Let 0 be an hyperoval ofPG(2, q), q = 2\ and let PG(2, q) be embedded in PG(3, q). Points 
of the GQ are the points of PG(3, q) - PG(2, q); lines of the GQ are the lines of PG(3, q) 
which have a point in common with 0 but are not contained in PG(2, q): incidence is the 
natural one. The resulting GQ has parameters s = q - 1 and t = q + 1 [18]. This 
example is due to R. W. Ahrens and G. Szekeres, and independently to M. Hall Jr. It is 
denoted by T2*(O). 
Other non-classical GQ were constructed by J. Tits, S. E. Payne, R. W. Ahrens and 
G. Szekeres, W. M. Kantor [18]. 
REMARK. The order (s, t) of a known GQ is one of the following: (s, 1) with s E No, 
(1, t) with t E No, (q, q), (q, l), (q2, q), (l, q3), (q3, l), (q - 1, q + 1), (q + 1, q - 1), 
with q a prime power. For each of these orders there is at least one example. 
2.3. GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES AS GROUP COSET GEOMETRIES 
In 1980 the following construction method for GQ was introduced by W. M. Kantor 
[12]. 
Let G be a finite group of order it and J a family of 1 + t subgroups of G, each of order 
s, 1 < s, 1 < t. For each A E J, let A* be a subgroup of G having order st and containing 
A. Put J* = {A* II A E J}, and define as follows a point-line geometry S = (P, B, /) = 
S(G, J) with point set P, line set B and incidence relation I. 
Points are of three kinds: 
(i) the elements of G; 
(ii) the right co sets A *g, A * E J*, g E G; 
(iii) a symbol (00). 
Lines are of two kinds: 
(a) the right co sets Ag, A E J, g E G; 
(b) the symbols [A], A E J. 
A point g of type (i) is incident with each line Ag, A E J; a point A*g of type (ii) is incident 
with [A] and with each line Ah contained in A *g; the point (00) is incident with each line 
[A] of type (b). 
Then W. M. Kantor observed the following holds [12]: S(G, J) is a GQ of order (s, t) 
provided 
(1) AB n C = {l} whenever A, B, C are distinct members of J, and 
(2) A * n B = {I} whenever A and B are distinct members of J. 
If the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied then one easily sees that A * = u {Ag II Ag = A 
or Ag n B = 4> for all BE J}, so that A* is uniquely defined by A. 
In the sequel we always assume that (1) and (2) are satisfied. 
For any h E G let us define ()h by lh = gh, (Ag)Oh = Agh, (A*dh = A*gh, [Ath = [A], 
(oo)Oh = (00), with g E G, A E J, A* E J*. Then ()h is an automorphism of S(G, J) which 
fixes the point (00) and all lines of type (b). IfG' = {()h II hE G}, then clearly G' ~ G and 
G' acts regularly on the points of type (i). 
Several properties and theorems concerning the GQ S(G, J) are proved in S. E. Payne 
and J. A. Thas [18], in W. M. Kantor [14], and in S. E. Payne [16]. 
Finally, we notice that many of the known GQ can be shown to be of type S(G, J) [18]. 
2.4. TRANSLATION GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES 
If G is abelian, then the GQ S(G, J) is called a translation generalized quadrangle (TGQ). 
In such a case G is elementary abelian [18]. If S(G, J) is a TGQ, then we put Ker(G, J) = 
{() II () is an endomorphism of G for which A 8 c A for all A in J}. With the usual addition 
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and multiplication of endomorphisms Ker(G, J) turns out to be a field [18]. Moreover 
IKer (G, J)I :::;; s, with equality iff the GQ is isomorphic to a GQ T 2(0) (0 an oval of 
PG(2, s» or T3(0) (0 an ovoid of PG(3, s» of J. Tits [18). Prior to Kantor's examples 
2.5.4. (d) all TGQ known had IKer(G, J)I = s. 
Finally we notice that the theory of TGQ was introduced and developed by J. A. Thas 
[22] for the case s = t, and by S. E. Payne and J. A. Thas [18] for the general case. 
2.5. GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES AND FLOCKS OF QUADRATIC CONES 
2.5.1. A SUITABLE GROUP G. Consider GF(q), q any prime power. If u = (UI, U2), 
v = (VI' V2) E GF(q) x GF(q), then put U' v = UIVI + U2V2' Let G = {«()(, c, fJ) II ()(, 
fJ E GF(q) x GF(q), c E GF(q)}, with the group operation defined by «()(, c, fJ) • «()(', c' , fJ' ) = 
«()( + ()( ', c + c' + fJ' ()(', fJ + fJ' ). This operation makes G into a group of order q5. 
Put A(oo) = {(O, 0, fJ) E G II fJ E GF(q) x GF(q)} . 
For each t E GF(q), let A, = (~t :;) be an upper triangular 2 x 2-matrix over GF(q), 
with the convention that Ao be the zero matrix. For each t E GF(q), put K, = A, + Ai, and 
let A(t) = {«()(, ()(A,()(T, ()(K,) II ()( E GF(q) x GF(q)}. It follows that A(t) is a commutative 
subgroup of G having order q2, for each t E GF(q) u {oo}. 
Let C = {(O, c, 0) E G II c E GF(q)}, and put A*(t) = A(t)· C, t E GF(q) u {oo} . Then 
A*(t) is a commutative subgroup of G having order q3, t E GF(q) u {oo}. Moreover 
A*(t) ::::l A(t). 
Further, let J = {A(t) 1\ t E GF(q) u {oo}} and J* = {A*(t) 1\ t E GF(q) u {oo}} . 
2.5.2. THE THEOREMS OF W . M . KANTORANDS. E. PAYNE. With the notations of2.5.1. 
we have the following theorems 
(a) (W. M. Kantor (14]). If q is odd, then G, J, J* satisfy conditions (l) and (2) of 2.3., 
so that S(G, J) is a GQ of order (l, q), iff - det(K, - Ku) = (y, - Yu)2 - 4(x, - xu) 
(z, - zJ is a nonsquare of GF(q) whenever t, U E GF(q), t :I: u. 
(b) (S. E. Payne [17]). If q is even, then G, J, J* satisfy conditions (l) and (2) of 2.3., so 
that S(G, J) is a GQ of order (q2, q), iff (x, + xu)(z, + zJ(y, + U-2 E ~I whenever t, 
U E GF(q), t u u. 
2.5.3. FLOCKS OF CONES AND GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES. Comparing 1.5.5. and 2.5.2. 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. G, J, J* satisfy conditions (l) and (2) of 2.3., i.e. S(G, J) is a GQ of order 
(q2, q), iff the planes x,Xo + z,XI + y,X2 + X3 = 0, t E GF(q), define a flock of the 
quadratic cone with equation XOXI = xi. Eachflock of the quadratic cone of PG(3, q) gives 
us a GQ, and each GQ of the type described in 2.5.1. and 2.5.2. gives us aflock of the quadratic 
cone of PG(3, q). 
2.5.4. THE GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES OF S. E. PAYNE AND W. M. KANTOR, NEW 
FLOCKS, AND NEW GENERALIZED QUADRANGLES. Here we list the known matrices 
A, = (~ :;>, t E GF(q), satisfying the condition in 2.5.2. 
(a) Let X 2 + bX + c be irreducible over GF(q). Then the matrices 
A, = (t - tb) , 
° tc 
t E GF(q), 
satisfy the conditions in 2.5.2. It is easy to see that the corresponding flock is linear. In this 
case the corresponding GQ is isomorphic to the classical GQ H(3, l) (see p. 217 of [18]). 
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(b) (W. M. Kantor [12]). Let q == - 1 (mod 3) and consider the matrices 
= (_t3 3t2) 
At , 
o -3t t E GF(q). 
These matrices satisfy the conditions in 2.5.2. The corresponding GQ is denoted by K(q). 
For q #- 2 K(q) is not isomorphic to any previously known GQ[12, 18]. The corresponding 
flock is the flock of J. C. Fisher, J. A. Thas and M. Walker described in 1.5.7.(a). 
For properties of the GQ K(q) we refer to [11, 12, 18]. 
(c) (W. M. Kantor [14]). Let q be odd with q == ± 2 (mod 5). Then the matrices 
= (t/2 5t3 ) At , 
o lOt5 
t E GF(q), 
satisfy the condition in 2.5.2. In [14] W. M. Kantor shows that for q ~ 7 the corresponding 
GQ is not isomorphic to any previously known GQ. There also arises a new class of flocks. 
(d) (W. M. Kantor [14]). Let q be an odd prime power, let m be a given nonsquare of 
GF(q), and let a be an automorphism of GF(q). Then the matrices 
At = (~ _:ta ) , t E GF(q), 
satisfy the condition in 2.5.2. The corresponding flocks were considered in 1.5.6. 
W. M. Kantor [14, 16] proved that the dual of the corresponding GQ S(G, J) is a 
translation generalized quadrangle of order (q, l). In the dual of S(G, J) we can take for 
the point of type (iii) any line of type (b) of S(G, J). The kernel of that TGQ is the subfield 
of GF(q) consisting of the fixed elements of a[16]. There follows that for a #- 1 S(G, J) is 
not isomorphic to any other known GQ. If a = 1, then by (a) we have S(G, J) ;;: H(3, l). 
For more details we refer to [14, 16]. 
(e) (S. E. Payne [17]). Let q = 2e with e odd. Then the matrices 
At = (t t3 ), t E GF(q), 
o t5 
satisfy the condition in 2.5.2. In [17] S. E. Payne shows that for q > 8 the corresponding 
GQ are not isomorphic to any other known GQ. There also arises a new class of flocks. 
Further, S. E. Payne shows that S(G, J) contains two families of sub quadrangles of order 
q, one of which is associated with a new oval of PG(2, q) [17]. For more details we refer to 
[17]. 
(f) For q an odd prime power and q #- 3, the flock of J. C. Fisher described in 1.5.7. (b) 
is nonlinear. If 1t" 1t2 , ••• , 1tq are the planes of the conics of the flock, then we noticed that 
(q - 1)/2 of these planes 1ti contain a common line L, while the remaining (q + 1)/2 planes 
contain a common point 0 ¢ L. For q > 7 no one of the flocks (a), (b), (c), (d) has this 
property. Moreover here we have nonlinear flocks for values of q not appearing in the 
previous nonlinear classes (e.g. q = 19). The GQ S(G, J) corresponding with these flocks 
have yet to be analyzed. 
2.5.5. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS. Two flocks F, and F2 of the quadratic cone K of PG(3, q) 
are called isomorphic iff there exists an element ofPrL(4, q) which fixes K and maps F, onto 
F2 • The following problems are still open. 
(a) Are flocks F, and F2 of the quadratic cone K isomorphic iff the corresponding 
generalized quadrangles are isomorphic? 
(b) Let F be a flock of the quadratic cone K of PG(3, q), and let S(G, J) be. the 
corresponding GQ. What is the relation between the subgroup of prL(4, q) fixing K and 
F, and the stabilizer of the element (00) in the automorphism group of S(G, J)? 
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(c) Are the translation planes arising from the flocks 2.5.4. (c), 2.5.4. (e) or 2.5.4. (f) new? 
(d) Does the construction of L. R. A. Casse, J. A. Thas and P. R. Wild [5] (cfr. one of 
the remarks in 1.5.6.) yield nonlinear flocks other than the flocks of type 2.5.4. (d)? 
ADDENDUM. (I) The conjecture of 1.4 is true for q == I (mod 4) and false for q == -I 
(mod 4) [30]. (2) Recently other matrices satisfying the condition in 2.5.2 were discovered [29]. 
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